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Before you start the Mag!
Editor's note
I would like to warmly welcome
you to Funtastic English Magazine
on behalf of the whole team!
You have now set off on an
adventure that will help you
improve your English all while
having fun.
This magazine is for everyone
as it covers a variety of topics and
has content that will interest
students, native speakers and
teachers alike!

But the real magic is how
interactive it is. You have access to
different media like audio and video
to give you a complete learning
experience.

See you next month!
Marine Galet

This is an interactive PDF, here is how it works:
The Mag is filled with links, but there are several types of links.
-The first type of links (in blue) will take you to different websites such as YouTube or
Soundcloud for additional activities and media.
-The second type of links (in red) will take you to the last page of the mag. Just click on
the words highlighted in red and it will take you to their definitions.
-The third type of link is more difficult to spot. There are some images/logos/drawings that
are clickable (check the bottom of the page and try it with the social media icons). But they
usually have a sign indicating to click.
-And then, there are secret links! There is at least 1 secret link per issue. These links
could be anything! It could be access to the following issue for FREE, jokes or additional
materials.
The sections of the mag where you are expected to write are also editable, which means
you can type all your answers and PRINT the mag after with all your answers in it! If you
take a photo of you reading your mag, we will share it on our Instagram story!!

FACEBOOK
Have a look at our
Facebook page.
You'll find videos and
fun activities.

PRACTISE HERE
Click on the social
media icons.
It will take you there
automatically. Don't
forget to give it a big
like.

INSTAGRAM

We have posts
every day and have
weekly live lessons!
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SCHOOL
IN IRELAND

THAT ONE
TEACHER

CHECK THE RUDE
SECTION

Scott tells you everything
there is to know about
what it's like going to
school in Ireland.
How different is it form
your own experience?

Complete all the tasks
based on the story about
Nataly's most influential
teacher.
Your writings could be
featured next month!

Yes, you know
where this is
going!
Do out quiz and
see what kind of
a**hole you are...
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NATALY BASKANOVA | CREATOR
ABOUT WHAT I DO
Teaching is my passion. I spend a lot of time
thinking of new and creative ways to deliver
material to my students in a fun and easy way .
I can’t stand boring lessons so I imagine how
unbearable it is for learners to sit still for
several hours in a row. That is why I am
constantly generating new ideas to make my
classes more active and efficient! I should say
that I am a big kid, I adore playing games! If
one day you enter the classroom and see dice,
balls, balloons, markers, stickers, rackets, cards,
maps, colors and brushes scattered around, you
are probably in my class.

ABOUT ME
My name is Nataly and I am from Russia,
although I spent my childhood in Athens
with my parents. I am a linguist, teacher of
foreign languages and cultures, and the
author of a number of psychological stories.
Writing for me is a special ritual which I
approach with a special emotional flutter
and rapture, not wanting to finish the
narration and say goodbye to my favorite
characters. I also enjoy drawing and
painting. When I have some spare time I
like mixing colors and expressing my
feelings on canvas. It gives me a lot of
energy and motivation. I also enjoy long
walks in the park near my house, feeding
ducks.

@MASTER_YOUR_ENGLISH / @FUN&FUNCTIONALENGLISH
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SCOTT THOMPSON | CREATOR

ABOUT WHAT I DO
I never wanted to be a teacher, it just

until a few months ago. It had an informal,

happened.

social atmosphere and I enjoyed getting to

I met an English teacher in Italy in 2012 when

know my students.

I was backpacking. I'd been trying to think of a

Despite this casual atmosphere my

way to never stop travelling and here was my

'speciality' is Business English. My mother

answer. I returned to Ireland after 9 weeks of

works for a department of the government

travelling a different person and I knew what I

that helps people find work so over the

wanted to do.

years I learnt a lot from her about CVs,

It wasn't until I took my CELTA teacher
training in 2016 that I realised I loved
teaching! I worked for a private school in Italy

cover letters and good interview technique.
Don't get it twisted I also love teaching
more informal speech, ya feel me bruv?

ABOUT ME

I have recently turned 28 and am from Northern Ireland
a country famous for the Titanic, legendary footballer
George Best and now as the location for the filming of Game
of Thrones. I'm from a large town in County Antrim called
Ballymena (birthplace of actor Liam Neeson).
Acting was one of my greatest loves growing up and I left
school at sixteen and studied acting full time for two years
before taking a degree in history (a weird mix I know!). I
didn't pursue acting as it doesn't suit my personality, it can
be a very ruthless and superficial business.
I needed some way to let my creativity out and began
writing about ten years ago and I love it! I also do yoga and
calisthenics and occasionally some olympic weightlifting.
@THE_ENGLISH_ELEVATOR
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MARINE GALET | CREATOR
ABOUT WHAT I DO

ABOUT ME
I'm 27, half French half Spanish. I don't have
any siblings, so from a young age I had to find
ways to entertain myself. I started singing,
dancing and doing many creative things. But if I

Languages were always part of my
upbringing, and from the moment I
started learning English at 11, it has
held an important place in my heart.
After graduating from high school
in France, I decided to sign up for
another year in an American high
school. After that, I focused my
degree on English and Spanish.
I then got my teacher certification
in Spain where I soon started teaching
business English, Skype classes,
different types of exams, and the
TEFL program itself (for teachers).
And then My Little English Page was
born. I had created so many activities
that I wanted to share them with other
people. And with Fantastic English
Mag, it’s a new door that opens.

had to choose, I would say that the stage is my
first love. Whether it is singing, acting or
dancing, I've always been comfortable in front of
an audience.
My life motto is “never say never” and it has
nothing to do with Justin Bieber. There are two
things in my life I said I'd NEVER do.
-Be a teacher (I am a teacher)
-Live in Spain (I live in Spain)
So you can see why I stopped saying this word.
I live in Spain, in Sevilla, where my Spanish
family is from. I enjoy going for ice cream,
having a coffee with my partner in one of the
many bars of the city and reading fantasy books.
Did I mention I like ice cream?

@MYLITTLEENGLISHPAGE
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Schooled!
(in Ireland)
by Scott Thompson

trouble! There are
between twenty-five to
thirty students in one
class. We also do some
music and every child is
obliged to buy and
practise the
recorder.
However 30
children trying to
School life in the UK
and Ireland begins at

I was asked to help give

play recorders

out snacks at break time.

sounds less like

three years old. Nursery

music and more

(sometimes called

like birds fighting.
For me the worst part

playschool) is for one or
two years before starting

of primary school was

'the big school'. Nursery

spellings. For homework

school is mostly games

Primary school is

we had ten words that we

and stories and its main

from ages five to eleven

had to write five times and

goal is developing

and is where we learn to

at the end of every week

children's social skills

read, write, count and do

there was a spelling test. I

and preparing them for

basic mathematics. This

hated doing spelling tests

primary school. The only

is the first true school

but they were always on a

things I remember are a

experience with different

Friday so it wasn't so bad.

large slide and feeling

classes and homework

Summers were long and

very grown up because

you must do or you're in

by the time September
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came most were glad to get back to
school to see all their friends! We had
this feeling for about two weeks and
then we wished it was summer again.
When I was in school we took an
exam at age eleven and the grade
decided which secondary schools you
could apply to. Our exams are graded
from A to F, E and F are both fails. To
get into a 'good' school you needed an (Irish weather, of course). We also
A or B, these are called grammar

had to study Latin for our first year

schools. The other schools are called

and our teacher was very old

high schools. Many high schools are

fashioned, he wore a cape which was

good but are looked down on by kids

a popular thing for teachers to do in

who go to grammar schools. Now

the past, but not when I was in school.

children don't sit the exam and must

He scared the younger students with

take a test set by the grammar school if his serious look and the rumours that
he mourned the days of physically

they want to apply.
In my school, all boys had to

punishing children. He turned out to

try rugby in their first year meaning

be an incredibly interesting person

every Saturday morning from

with a great sense of humour and it

September to Christmas we were either was probably him that ignited my
knee-deep in mud playing in the rain or fascination with ancient civilisations, a
freezing to death playing rugby on

topic that fascinates me still and

grass that was as hard as concrete

which I studied at university.

Did you know?
Originally, rugby balls were
made from pig's bladders.
They were then blown up by
breath alone.

Guess Who
The same whistle is used to
kick off the opening game of
every Rugby World Cup
tournament since 1905.

Which rugby team is famous
for scaring it's opponent by
performing a dance before
each game?
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Colleges offer a wide range of
courses from health to beauty,
media studies, engineering, etc.
These are the years that often shape
peoples’ lives and future careers but
not always. I first studied Performing
Arts in college, went to university in
my twenties to study history and
finally became an English teacher.
At fourteen we choose our GCSEs
eight to ten subjects, with
Mathematics, English Language,
Science and at least one foreign
language being compulsory (IT is now
also compulsory).
At sixteen you sit these exams and

Final thoughts
On balance I feel lucky for my
experience with the education system, it
unfortunately does favour the smart and
sporty kids and sometimes forgets about
the others. It also uses an outdated model

that often decides what you'll do from

for teaching, kids are not involved enough

sixteen to eighteen. At grammar

and more could be done to spark their

schools you need good GCSE grades

interest. However, if I look at the situation
across the world I can't help but think that

to return to school for the last two

having the chance to go to school at all is

years. Sixteen is when you make your

lucky.

first serious choice educationally; stay
at school and study A-levels or go to
college and specialise in what you
want to do (or give up education
entirely).
A-levels are three subjects you
study in greater detail for two years
and prepare students for university.

We live in a very different world to
when I went to school twelve years ago,
the internet allows us to learn what we
want when we want. Not one person is the
same and there are many different ways to
learn (that's why you're reading this article
right now). In my opinion what I have
described in this article is the old model, elearning is the future and I'm excited to be
a part of it!

Funtastic English Mag
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Marine's Study
Tip #1

# Everyday actions
English needs to become part of your daily life.
Take your iPhone/smartphone and set it to
English. You probably don’t need the words to use
your phone anymore, you know where everything
is and how it works. But you will naturally learn all
the words displayed on your phone by seeing
them...and it requires no studying whatsoever!
If you feel adventurous, and only on journeys you
feel comfortable with, you could set your GPS in
English and follow instructions.

Gam
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Time to have some fun with words related to school. I dare
you to do all 3 in 5 min...

#Basic
pupil

tick the words that are associated with school/studying

boxing day

marker

playground

#Intermediate

guide

bell

spray
tutoring
mirror

look at the definitions and find the words in the board

1. object on the wall the teacher writes on with chalk
2. object used to draw lines and measure things
3. object used to write on the whiteboard
4. item used by students to carry their books and
notebooks
5. book used to find the meaning of words
6. spherical object that represents the world
7. school director
8. branch of teaching or learning
9. school restaurant
10. area used for recess

#Advanced

P.E.

elevator

grades

glass
radiator

board

find the words described

pencil of coloured wax
book that is used for information on specific
matters
someone who has changed schools
room for people to hang their outerwear when
they enter a building
act of going somewhere regularly
a first-year student
the number below the line in a fraction
wooden frame that holds a painting/drawing
soft white rock that is used for drawing
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One Word
Two Languages
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by Marine Galet

As a language learner,
have you ever come
across words that had two
distinctive meanings in different
languages? You know what I am
talking about…False Friends!
Most of the time, false friends are
words that look and/or sound
similar in two languages but have a
significantly different meaning. A
very famous, and potentially
embarrassing false friend is
constipated (English) and
constipado (Spanish).
One of my students once came
up to me at the end of the class to
apologise for being quiet. He also
told me he was very constipated.
Now, I love learning about my
students' lives but I don't really
need to know about their bowel
movements.
What you might not know is that
in Spanish you say constipado for
congested...The poor lad had a
blocked nose.
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How to meet
deadlines and
not fail
By Alina Evdokimova

TIME MANAGEMENT
YOUR BIGGEST ALLY
What do you think is the most
important skill to have? The skill
that helps you to study
efficiently or work successfully?
Surprise, surprise: It is time
management!
If you are a school kid, an always
struggling uni student or an

My tips:
KNOW YOUR DEADLINE
Make sure you are aware of
the exact time of your
deadline. Find out the precise
hours and minutes of the
timeframe. It is a widespread
mistake among the students, for
example, is students get the date
wrong. They believe the
deadline for the work the work
to be April 1st. However, this
means that the deadline is
actually at 23:59 on April 1st.
Basically a whole extra day!

office worker, I guess time
management really does call the
shots in your life. People who
work hard or study a lot usually
have to face this:
a deadline (dead because you will
either be fired or expelled).
Well, the way they work
changes due to this time limit. It
is the highest priority for them.
If you have a deadline, your

SPREADING
IS LIFE SAVING
Try to spread your work
throughout the week. For
example, you have a history
class on Wednesday and a
philosophy class on Saturday.
You have to complete a lot of
tasks such as a book review for
Wednesday and an essay for
Saturday. The most rational
and useful way to do this is
obvious: do the review before
the essay, but don't wait
until the day of the deadline.

work has to be completed by
then.
Are there any tips? What
could help us fight stress and be
more productive?
Let me share with you my
personal tips.

Check out this video
on how to maximise
your free time!

WORK AHEAD
To my mind, this one is the
most helpful for us, students.
The professors may give you
homework right on the day of
your class. It means you have
plenty of time to complete it. So,
go and do some of your home
tasks for the next week right
away. Working ahead will save
you time, increase your sleeping
time and give you the feeling
that you have already
accomplished something.

Funtastic English Mag
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ACCEPT YOUR FATE
Another essential
component of your work is
your determination.
Therefore, you can't
think about skipping work
or putting it off until the day
after. What for? You would
end up losing anyways. So,
the way you accept the
situation is important too.
Taking things from the
positive side helps to stay
motivated and focused on
your work.

STAY HEALTHY
We cannot always manage
to finish late into the night.
But it does not mean you
should drink ten cups of
coffee. Bear in mind that
coffee can cause an addiction
which is harmful to your
organism. You had better go
and take short nap (I suggest
15 to 20 min)
You will wake up feeling
rested and full of energy
without having lost too much
time.

THINK POSITIVE
I know that deadlines are not the highlight of our lives,
but we can do nothing but face them. The only way out
is to change our attitude towards a then.
It is better to accept things with positive emotions
because negative ones just drag us down. Negativity does
not help one's self-development. So, just relax and take all
your responsibilities in, one at a time!

The other way to stay
awake is green tea. It has
caffeine in it but it is much
healthier than an ordinary
coffee. And please, forget
about all that crappy Red Bull
or Adrenaline Rush stuff.
They can be very harmful to
your body, and especially
your heart .

Funtastic English Mag
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Scott's Study
Tip #1

#TED Talks
TED talks range from science to
philosophy, linguistics, psychology,
motivation, learning, teaching and the list
goes on. There is something of interest for
everyone and if you visit their website
ted.com all subtitles are 100% accurate

16
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TED TALK

click!

By Scott Thompson

Now that you know about TED TALKS let's do an activity.
Remember to turn on the subtitles (or don’t if you want an
extra challenge!)
Each link takes you to the specified section of the video
you need to answer the questions.

Difficult Vocabulary

*These are more difficult questions with longer answers

Do schools kill creativity?

k! Tea towel
chec

By Sir Ken Robinson

Passage 1

(click to video)

1. What did he say the little girl hardly ever did?
2. What age was his son during the nativity play and
3. what role did he play?
4. What did the third boy say?

Passage 2

(click to video)

1. What did Picasso say?
2. Where did he move from and to?
3. What historical person does he joke about?

A cloth used in the kitchen for
drying dishes and plates
Stigmatise
To describe or regard
something with great
disapproval. ‘He is
stigmatised because he stole
a car when he was young’
The humanities
Non-scientific subjects like
literature and history
Hierarchy
A system in which members
are ranked according to
relative status or authority. ‘In
the past the King was at the
top of the social heirarchy.’
Predicated
The foundation or base of an
idea or argument. ‘The
American declaration of
independence is predicated
on the idea that all men are
created equal and have the
right to life liberty and
happiness’

17
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Passage 3

(click to video)

1. Why didn't his son want to come to Los Angeles?
2. What does every education system in the world
have?

Passage 4

(click to video)

1. What is peculiar about university professors?*

2. What does he say the academic system is
predicated on?
3. Why?*

Your turn to write!
It's also good to practise writing
in English!
Write your thoughts and/or tips
on how you find motivation in the
box below.

Funtastic English Mag
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Nataly's Study
Tip #1

#Active reading
When reading a story, an article, or a
text in a book use a pencil and underline
the grammar structures that you see. Try to
remember what tenses they are; think about
why they are used there. Produce a couple
of your own examples using the same
tenses.

Funtastic English Mag
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The teacher that
changed my life

By Nataly Baskanova

"She planted the love for
learning and she taught me
how to discipline myself"

Story

Activities

Funtastic English Mag
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The first time I met my most
influential teacher
Check the green activity boxes!

T

he car stopped. My father hid the
keys deep in his pocket, swept
drops of sweat off his forehead,
turned off the air conditioning, ran his
fingers through his dark brown hair, looked at
my mom and then turned to me. “Ready, kid?”
he asked.
I looked out the window. It was a hot
summer day in Athens. You could hardly
notice people outside; they were somewhere
at the beach or home sipping their icy cold
cocktails.
The only person standing there on the
opposite side of the road was a tanned woman
in a tight blue dress, with her blond hair up
and her eyes covered with sunglasses.
She looked strict but the moment we left
the car and she saw us coming up, the
corners of her lips went up high and I melted.
Her smile was so welcoming and warm
hearted I completely forgot why I was there.
My parents hugged and kissed her,
exchanged some quick news with each other
while I was standing a bit aside watching
them.
“Is that your daughter?” she finally noticed
me. They nodded. “Can I have a word with
you, sweetie?” she walked me a few meters
away from my folks so that they couldn’t hear
us.
“What a scorching day, ha?” All of a sudden
she started speaking English.

The first few seconds I was confused, and
I guess she might have thought I didn’t
understand her. “It is hot outside, isn’t it?
Are you feeling ok?” she paraphrased
her question. “It is damned hot, but I am
alright, thanks” I murmured.
“Oh, nice expression, kid! So, you know
why we are here, right?” she said.
“Yeah, you are here to test me if I am any
good.” I chuckled.
We chatted for about 5 more minutes
and then came back to my mom and dad,
who were shifting from one foot to another.
They looked quite nervous to hear what the
woman was about to say.

Find the words that mean
a. Clean (an area) by brushing away dirt
b. Drink by taking small mouthfuls.
c. Make or become liquefied by heat.
d. Lower and raise one's head slightly and briefly,
especially in greeting or to give someone a
signal.
e. Say something in a low or indistinct voice.
f. Laugh quietly or inwardly.
g. Speak very softly using one's breath without
one's vocal cords often for the sake of privacy.
h. Make a public and typically formal declaration
about a fact, occurrence, or intention.

Funtastic English Mag
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“I guess we need a year and a half
before we take this First English
examination. She has a very decent level
already, but of course there are things to
work on” she announced her verdict.
My parents looked pleased and their
facial muscles relaxed. “We’ll do it in a year
but shhh, let it be our secret” she
whispered in my ear. That’s how my
journey to advanced English began.

Your turn!
Describe a situation when you:

Shifted from one foot to another

Fill in the blanks
Folks

Effort

Invisible

Scorching

Decent

Demanding

1. Harry Potter was wearing an
cape that is why
nobody could see him.
2. You should put much
in this project.
3. My

would never

approve of my new girlfriend.
4. It was so

outside

we could barely breathe.
5. He is a

man. Why

don’t you go out with him?
6. My teacher is very
not do my homework!

. I can’t

Planted the love for something

22
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Scott's Study
Tip #2

#Films/ TV shows
Watch films and TV shows in English with
English subtitles, there are some great kids
movies and TV shows if you are a lower level
learner (or a child at heart like me!) and
countless shows and films for more advanced
learners.
I have a friend who speaks six languages and
he told me he predominately learnt English
through movies and songs.

Check the next articles for our recommendations!

Funtastic English Mag
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TV Shows about School
Marine's Pick | GLEE
What is it about?
It is about this group of
American high school students
who join a glee club for different
reasons. Through singing,
dancing and friendship they
come together and follow their
paths in life. It is quite
interesting to learn about the
American high school system
from both the students’ and the
teacher’s perspective.
Why do you recommend it?
Ok, so far from the description
you probably want to vomit
because of how cheesy it

sounds. But trust me, it’s good.
The actors are absolutely
brilliant, the characters are
endearing and full of
personality and the acting and
dancing is just phenomenal. I
have rarely seen a show
packed with so much talent.
What makes it special?
I am a sucker for musicals so
the generous amount of
singing acts in the show makes
me more than happy. Also keep
in mind that this show is what
made mash-ups so popular.

TV Facts
The average American family
watches eight hours of TV a
day.
The average 65 year old
person has seen over 2
million ads on TV during their
life.
Stephen Fry claims the UK
record for saying ‘f**k’ on
television most times in one
live broadcast.

School Facts
An estimated 2/3 of students
who are unable to read with
proficiency by the end of 4th
grade will end up on welfare or
in jail.
The King's School in Canterbury,
England is the world's oldest
school.

Funtastic English Mag
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Drug
Expressions
Charlie/ Blow
Cocaine
Crackhead
someone addicted to
crack cocaine
Herb
Common way of saying
Marijuana

What is it about?
Walter White, a middle-aged chemistry teacher struggling to make
ends meet* finds out he is terminally ill and begins making and
selling Meth, a highly addictive (and illegal) drug. In the beginning,
he ostensibly** justifies his actions by saying he is only doing this
to pay for his medical bills and to leave some money for his family
when he dies. The show follows his rise through the criminal
underworld.
Why do you recommend it?
This is a show that someone has probably recommended to you
before and there is a reason for this, it’s one of the greatest ever
made! The show is five seasons and is now finished so you can
binge watch it (and you will!).
Some people find the first season a little slow and while I liked the
first series I can understand this criticism. The show gets
progressively more action-packed as it progresses.
What makes it special?
For me a good story (whether it is a book/ film or TV series) has
good character development and Breaking Bad is the perfect
example of this. We watch Walter White change from a mildmannered unassertive man into a ruthless criminal drug lord. Are
you still here? Go watch it already!

Rocks
Shorter way of saying
Crystal Meth
Shiv
a weapon used like a
knife made by prison
inmates
Stoner
someone who smokes
marijuana daily
To hit
to smoke or inject a
drug
To deal
to sell drugs
The FEDs
American, law
enforcement (federal
agents)
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Nataly's Pick | Gossip Girl

What is it about?
If you are a young girl and you
haven’t seen this tv series yet, you
missed a lot. This is a story about
teenagers of a privileged social
class going to a school where many
intriguing things usually happen.
There are two main female
characters who are very attractive
and competitive despite their
friendship. They study, they think
about their future in university and
career plans, they go out, fall in
love and get into trouble of course,
and everything is kept secret.
The problem is that there is a
person who spies on every student
and writes an anonymous blog
online sharing all the secrets they
had buried. The identity of the
snooper is not revealed until the
very end of the show.
Why do you recommend it?
First of all the language is not
that hard to understand, I

would say it is B2| C1 level.
Moreover, it is everyday English,
slang and sometimes business as
well.
Each episode lasts for 40
minutes, which not short and not
long at the same time. I am sure
you will not be bored or tired
because there is always
something shocking happening.
What makes it special?
I would say that the cast makes
it really special. I could look at
Blake Lively all day long. She is a
talented actress and gorgeous
woman. All the looks that
designers picked for her are feast
for the eyes.
What is more, the scenes are
extremely beautiful. We can see
posh interiors, New York streets
and areas such as Brooklyn,
Queens, and Manhattan.

Rumour
Expressions
Blabbermouth
Someone who can't keep
a secret
Dish the dirt
Reveal the negative
aspects a person might
have.
Rumour has it
People say this when
telling something they
have heard and which is
not always true.
Spill the beans
Finally reveal a secret
Take one's secret to the
grave
Often used as a promise
to never reveal a secret.
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Nataly's Study
Tip #2

#Third time's the charm
Learning vocabulary by heart doesn’t work
unless you use it in a sentence. Choose ten
random words from your list and make up at least 3
sentences for each unknown word. After doing so,
try to remember the meaning of the words you
used. You can also erase them from a sentence
and leave a space instead, then cut your sheet of
paper in strips, shuffle them and then try to
remember what words you used in each of the
sentences.
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Horoscope - Sept
by Nataly Baskanova

aries
You will be particularly

taurus
If you are sick and tired

gemini
A perfect time for

annoyed with your boss,

of your bedroom, buy a

hiking. Hiking in the

but alas, few people are

ticket in an open-plan

mountains is especially

brave enough to speak up.

carriage. Lying on a

recommended. If

However, there is a way

narrow, cramped, upper

"escape" from work is

out. Start pissing the boss

shelf to the clatter of

impossible,

off yourself. How about

wheels, snoring neighbors

compromise: move the

some rational proposals or

and crying children, you

workplace so that you

complaints about a

will dream of a speedy

can trample on the wall,

flashing monitor or a

return to your comfortable

imitating the ascent.

buzzing lamp?

spacious double bed.

cancer
You are going to have
to work extra hard to

leo
You may find yourself
thinking that incredible

maintain financial stability. events are taking place

virgo
Two or three truly
brilliant thoughts might
come to mind this

Poor relatives and

around you soon. To find

month. This does not

acquaintances are all

out whether it is reality or

happen every day, so

around. They will ask for

just a dream, try biting

make someone from

money. Pretend to be

your elbow hard. If you

your surroundings

deaf, do not recognise

were sleeping, then trying

promise to write these

anyone, or just run away.

to do this particular

thoughts down for

The purse is more

exercise would probably

descendants, once you

valuable than honor,

wake you up.

decide to say them out

friendship and other
intangible nonsense.

loud.
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libra
Libra will never

scorpio
Time to expand your

Sagittarius
This month you will

consider going to study as

horizons. Why don't you

have some competitors,

a doctor or teacher, or

try communicating only

who you cannot defeat

even an accountant. Only

with academics or

by the usual means, so

something exotic-linguistic

maybe teaching staff?

use supernatural

ichthyology or computer

Choose only those

powers. If you do not

design of samovars. If

people who can say a

believe fortune tellers,

such educational

new word in science,

then cut out a Voodoo

institutions are not yet

technology, and art. You

doll from soap and poke

available, one must

cannot waste time with

your rival with needles.

become the founder

mortal beings.

Problems will magically

himself.

capricorn
Ever feel nostalgic
about chain carousels?

disappear.

aquarius
The only way to

pisces
Things aren’t going well

succeed in love is to take

with the boss? Then

the whole thing into your

arrange an uprising!

heavy meal at your

own hands. You can drive

Organise a protest:

grandmother's and

them into a corner and

leaflets, speeches, etc.

cheerfully stimulate the

grab them by the tie.

Let people see what

driver with endless stories

You'll see that affairs on

kind of monster they

from your childhood.

the love field will go uphill.

work for. They will break

Just hire a taxi after a

Speed, twists and turns

into his office and drive

and here you go. Your

him out. Then, he will

stomach should feel just

NB: Avoid harassment at

like back then.

all costs.

agree to anything.
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Beware
You are entering the
RUDE Section

The thing about a
language, is that it’s not all
pretty and perfect like in a
textbook. A language is
formed by mistakes, slang,
dialects but also swear
words. And this section
focuses on this last one.
Or more generally, RUDE
English.

In this section, you will
learn vocabulary and
have fun.
But if you get offended
easily and take yourself
a little bit too seriously,
skip the next page!

Fun fact
When in pain, swearing significantly reduces the pain. A study showed that of two groups of people put
under the same painful situation, the group of people who cursed and swore could handle pain 50% longer
than those who didn't.
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RUDE SECTION

by Marine Galet

What Kind of A**hole
are You?
1. You are supposed to go out tonight for
dinner with some friends but you can’t be
arsed anymore. Which excuse do you give
them?
Ω You are suddenly feeling unwell
© Something came up at work and your are now
busy
∞ You tell them that you have to go to your
grandfather’s funeral
2. You are in the elevator with your neighbour
that you can’t stand. What do you do?
∞ You turn on your music without the earphones
on
© You open instagram and pretend you are busy
Ω You avoid eye contact as much as possible and
try to disappear into the wall
3. You are sick. Do you go to work?
∞ Hell no! You might even take a few extra days
to recover from recovering
Ω You do go to work out of respect for your
colleagues but hey…at least nobody can say
anything when you whine and complain…You
might as well take advantage of the situation
right?!
© It would be so sad so make everyone else at
work sick. It’s probably best that you stay at home
for a few days.

4. You are in line at the supermarket with your
friend and you unexpectedly fart…and it it’s a
smelly one. What do you do?
© You turn around, look at your friend and tell
them not to do things like that in public
∞ Pinch your nose, point at the person in line
before you while looking at the person behind you
Ω Pretend you have forgotten something and
make a quick exit
5. What kind of coffee do you order at
Starbucks?
© Just black coffee…anything else is not
considered coffee
Ω You only drink tea…coffee is a drug
∞ Caffe macchiato, extra shot of coffee, whipped
cream, almond milk, 2 sugars and an extra shot of
vanilla
6. You find a wallet on the floor. What do you do?
∞ Jackpot! You are short of cash this month
© Not your problem…you keep walking
Ω You pick it up and bring it to the lost and
found…but not before you have a little peak inside
first
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7. What kind of shoes do you wear?
Ω You prefer to go barefoot to be closer to
nature
© Trainers, trainers and trainers! Even with a
suit
∞ Snake, crocodile, leather…only the most
expensive stuff for your feet

9. What did you have for lunch
yesterday?
∞ Who has time for lunch?
© A kale salad
Ω Burger King’s 2 for 1 menu with extra fries
and unlimited drinks

10. What king of snacks do you eat at the
8. What is your favourite movie genre?
cinema?
© Movies are for peasants. You prefer books Ω You always sneak in snacks from home.
Ω As long as there are fights and blood you It’s much cheaper
are happy
© Nice crunchy chips! Nothing better
∞ You are all about surreal historical fiction ∞ Individually wrapped candy
with a dash of science fiction satire…
Produced by indie company of course

You have most
You are walking on a thin ice my
friend, you are what I call a part-time

You have the most

a**hole. You have the ability to be

Congratulations! You are not that big of

the bestest of friends but you don’t

an A**hole! You do care about others

really want to be…sometimes. You

and don’t want to hurt them through your

have this fantastic power to switch

actions.

from angel-sent-from-the-heavens to

You are what I call a nice a**hole and
what people sometimes

full-on a**hole. Just remember one
thing… with great power comes

misunderstand

great responsibility!

as you being an
a**hole is just

You have most

your funny ironic

You are the ultimate full-time a**hole. I have to admit, it is

side poking

a skill. I bet you were that one annoying kid you would

through at

press all the buttons before leaving the elevator or you

wrong times.

might be that mother who insists on lactose-free, dairyfree, egg-free cakes at your kids’s birthday parties. But
you know what they say, it takes all sorts to make a world.
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Marine's Study
Tip #2

#Siri for Pronunciation
If you don’t have time to take classes, or
perhaps cannot afford them, it can be hard to
find someone to correct your pronunciation.
But you can use your smartphone to help you.
Let’s use iPhone as an example. Once
your phone is set in English (ref previous
tips), Siri will process what you say in English.
You say a word/sentence and Siri always
writes what you said for confirmation.
If it does not match, you pronounced
something incorrectly.

Gam
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Games around
the kitchen!
You have reached another fun page with lots of
different activities. Can you complete them all?
Answers in the next issue!
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#Close up Pic
What is it?

#What am I making?
If I am using eggs, potatoes,
onions, garlic salt and pepper, what
could I be making?

Clue: It's a typical dish from where
one of our creators lives.

#Close up Pic
What is it?

#What am I?
What has to be broken
before you can use it?

#Photo Match
colander

grater

apron

whisk

c
a

d
b
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Sign up
for October NOW
So, did you like our

Follow the icon below to get

magazine?

information about our offers and

Next month is going to be even subscriptions.
more epic with other teachers
creating content just for you!

5 FREE
magazines!

The
se
is/a cret li
nk
re
the revea (s)
led
foll
ow
in
mo
nth g

Be one of the first 5 to find the secret link hidden in the
magazine and get next month's issue for free.
Make sure to read the description where all the instructions
to win are written out!

Send us your photos!
Next month, October, is
Halloween!
Join our costume competition.
But only the best costumes will
be featured.
And of course...There's a present to win!
(but that's a secret, shhh!)

Ask us anything!
We would like to start
a section where we can
interact with you. We will try
to answer as many of your
questions as possible.
funtastic.english.magazine@gmail.com
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Glossary

acquaintance | a person that you have met
but do not know well
bestest | incorrect, the very best (often
used by children)
binge watch | to watch many episodes of a
tv show in a row
calisthenics | gymnastic exercises to
achieve bodily fitness and grace of
movement
can't be arsed | colloquial, not want to
make the effort required to do something
canvas | a piece of this cloth used by artists
for painting on, usually with oil paints, or the
painting itself
endearing | inspiring affection
flutter | If your heart or stomach
flutters, you feel slightly uncomfortable
because you are excited or nervous
full-on | complete
glad | happy
highlight | the best or most exciting,
entertaining, or interesting part of
something
intangible | impossible to touch
intriguing | very interesting because of
being unusual or mysterious
IT | information technology
it takes all sorts (to make a world) | said
to emphasise that people have different
characters, opinions, and abilities, and that
you should accept this
leaflet | a piece of paper that gives you
information or advertises something
look down on | to think that you are
better than someone else

mild-mannered | gentle and without extreme
emotions
mourn the days | miss old times
outdated | no longer useful or modern
peasant | a person who is not well educated
or is rude and does not behave well
posh | expensive and of high quality
privileged | having special rights or
advantages that most people do not have(in
this case because of money)
put off | postpone
rapture | extreme pleasure and happiness or
excitement
ruthless | cruel
samovar | a large metal container used
especially in Russia, to heat water for tea
slide | a structure for children to play
snooper | person who behaves sneakily
snore | to breathe in a very noisy way while
you are sleeping
sucker for | to like someone or something
very much
surroundings | the things, people and
conditions around a person or thing
trample | to step heavily on something
or someone, causing damage or injury
turn out to be | to say that something or
someone eventually becomes something
unassertive | that does not behave
confidently
upbringing | he way in which you are
treated and educated when young
walk on thin ice | to be in a situation in
which you are likely to upset someone
or
cause trouble

